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T
his past year has seen a tripling of engagements for arcangelo
in the UK and across Europe.  Performing Handel’s Fireworks against  
a riotous background of Georgian inspired fireworks at Hampton Court  
was a highlight at the start of the season. Two concerts delivered in the Sam 
Wanamaker Playhouse at Shakespeare’s Globe took advantage of the warmth  
of the acoustic and intimacy of that space, but in complete contrast, Arcangelo 
appeared with Anna Prohaska on a river pontoon in front of a sell-out crowd  
of young Berliners, the harpsichord moving gently with the water. As well  
as more conventional venues in London – the Wigmore and St John’s Smith 
Square – the ensemble has been seen across the country in Cardiff, Oxford,  
and Saffron Walden, and in many European festivals, notably the sell out  
concert at the Salzburg Festival this summer.
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CHAIR



Live performance is of course crucial to building the audience for this 
young ensemble, but we have made a strong investment in recordings to 
capture the attention of a wider audience and build reputation. By the end 
of this season, Arcangelo will have 12 discs to its name, many made possible 
through the generosity of individual donors, and these have consistently 
won accolades, most recently as finalist for the Gramophone Awards 2015, 
and winner of the equivalent award in Germany, the Echo Klassik for the 
Mozart concertos with Vilde Frang.  

A year with much to be proud of, but Jonathan Cohen’s Arcangelo  
is still a young ensemble, competing for space and support with orchestras 
which have much greater resources. What Arcangelo offers is an absolute 
focus on exceptional music making, without fundraising gimmicks, and 
thus far we have been privileged to have the financial support of many 
generous individuals along with trust and foundations who understand  
this ambition. Thank you to all who have backed Jonathan and Arcangelo,  
and please stay with us: we want to go a lot further!

Rosalyn Wilkinson
Chair, Board of Trustees



Arcangelo in performance and 
rehearsals during 2015, including Anna 
Prohaska performing in Berlin on a 
pontoon, applause at the Globe and 
rehearsing at the Hofkirche in Dresden



thank you for your support during the year. your belief in,  
and appreciation of what we do are an invaluable support, as is your  
generosity, which enables us to develop our artistic programme without 
compromising quality.

A few weeks ago we completed our concert tour and recording of the  
Three Bach Magnificats, which would not have been possible without this 
generosity. Many of you were at the concerts in London or Tetbury. The soloists, 
our players and our choir all had a wonderful time together rehearsing this 
programme, and we look forward to you being able to hear the final disc.

We are excited to kick off our 2016 Season touring with exceptional virtuoso 
Vilde Frang, with whom we recorded the Mozart violin concerto and Sinfonia 
Concertante disc that came out earlier this year with support from the Jerwood 
Charitable Foundation; it was such a pleasure for the Arcangelo musicians  
to record with Vilde, and it has been so well received, even winning a German  
Echo Klassik Award recently. We will be performing this programme in London 
at St John’s Smith Square on 5th February.

We are very honoured to be invited by Wigmore Hall to perform their  
115th anniversary Gala Concert on 1st June next year, with acclaimed German 
violinist Isabelle Faust, who we are delighted to play with for the first time.  
The programme will be j.s. Bach violin concerti, similar to the programme  
that we recorded with virtuoso Alina Ibragimova, which was released  
at the end of October.

There are two additional exciting projects in the pipeline which I believe  
will add considerably to next year’s season and which will also help raise 
Arcangelo’s profile even further.  I look forward to sharing these projects  
with you next year once they have been announced.

Arcangelo has from the start performed sung repertoire with soloists, and  
in the future we very much hope to be able to present a programme of semi-
staged opera or be part of a full opera production maybe in one of the Festivals, 
keeping the tradition and culture of chamber music that we believe in and enjoy, 
and translating it in this direction.

Thank you once again for your invaluable support. 

Jonathan Cohen

Friends
Dear



TOUR OF MOZ ART VIOLIN CONCERTOS  
WITH VILDE FR ANG

5 february 2016
St John’s Smith Square, London 

6 february 2016 
Oslo Opera House, Oslo, Norway 

13 february 2016 
Grosser Saal, Tonhalle,  Zurich, Switzerland

 CPE BACH CONCERTI WQ 170, 171, 172 
NICOL A S ALTSTAEDT

1 april 2016 
New disc release 

WIG MOR E H ALL 115TH ANNIVER SARY  
G AL A CONCERT

1 june 2016 
with violinist Isabelle Faust, soprano Anna Lucia Richter  

and flautist Rachel Brown 

JS BACH ALTO CAN TATA S 
WITH IEST YN DAVIES

1 september 2016 
New disc release

COUPER IN LITANIES H.83 AND H.86 AND MAGNIFICAT; 
BU XTEHUDE 5 SONATA S FROM OP.1

25 – 31 october 2016 
Recording sessions

 
ODES BY JOHN BLOW

1 november 2016 
New disc release

Year Ahead
Our2016



W 
hat is it that makes arcangelo more than the sum of its talented
parts? Those of us who manage to get to several concerts over the year will know 
that Arcangelo takes its pick of many of the very best musicians, suiting players 
to repertoire.  So why is it an ensemble that is worth supporting in its own right?

The answer lies in its extraordinarily talented director, Jonathan Cohen, who 
is able not only to attract the best musical collaborators, but also to make each 
project one in which something is created that gives deep artistic satisfaction to 
all involved. The alchemy is evident to musicians, audiences, and reviewers alike, 
and whilst we may boast of the awards and citations accruing to the ever-longer 
list of Arcangelo recordings, it is the fact that these musicians want to come back 
and work together again that is the real accolade. Jonathan’s career as one of 
Britain’s most in-demand young conductors is taking off, and his diary is filling 
with engagements on several continents, but he regards his work with Arcangelo 
as essential to the realisation of his musical vision. 

We hope you have had the opportunity to hear Arcangelo in action,  
in concert or on one of our many recordings, during the year, and will consider 
that this is music making worth supporting. We welcome donations to make 
particular projects come to fruition, or life support for the ensemble, and  
are happy to talk about how you might become involved. Please join us  
in the Arcangelo family!

PR INCIPAL D ONOR S £5,0 0 0+ A YE AR
We are enormously grateful to recognise the particular 
generosity of our principal sponsors, who make  
a significant individual contribution to securing Arcangelo’s 
future or supporting individual projects. Please contact  
us to discuss how we work with our Principal Donors.

ARCH ANGELS £2,0 0 0+ A YE AR
Archangels will receive an invitation to an Arcangelo 
concert in the Greater London area, receive copies of all 
Arcangelo recordings released that year, will be invited to 
rehearsals throughout the year, be invited to our annual 
event for supporters, be acknowledged on the Arcangelo 
website as our supporter, and receive our regular newsletter.

ANGELS £1,0 0 0+ A YE AR
Angelic supporters will receive copies of all Arcangelo 
recordings released that year, will be invited to rehearsals 
throughout the year, be invited to our annual event for 
supporters, be acknowledged on the Arcangelo website  
as our supporter, and receive our regular newsletter.

CHERUBI M £50 0+ A YE AR
Cherubic supporters will be invited to rehearsals 
throughout the year, be invited to our annual event for 
supporters, be acknowledged on the Arcangelo website  
as our supporter, and receive our regular newsletter.

SER APHI M £10 0+ A YE AR
Seraphic supporters will be invited to our annual event  
for supporters, be acknowledged on the Arcangelo website 
as our supporter, and receive our regular newsletter.



PR INCIPAL D ONOR S
Alexandra Buck, Tom Corran, The Foyle Foundation,  

Jerwood Charitable Foundation, David Rockwell and Zsombor Csoma,  
Lady Smith O.B.E., The Martin Smith Foundation, Adam Swann,  

Rosalyn and Philip Wilkinson, Lady Wong Davies,  
Simon Yates, Anonymous

ARCH ANGELS
Greta Hemus, Nizam Kettaneh, Felix Pole, Clive Potter,  

David Rouch, Mark Tousey, Michael Webber
 

ANGELS
Susan Asplundh, Nicholas Berwin, Julie Quadrio Curzio,  

Lydia Dorfman, Noreen Doyle, Christopher Gibson-Smith,  
Sarah and Mark Holford, Carol and Peter Honey, Gay Huey-Evans,  

Michael Jackson, Richard Jacques, Ruth Rothbarth, Alan Sainer,  
David Souden, Michael Whittaker

 
CHERUBI M

Mike Cohen M.B.E., Jeremy Miles,  
Katharine Reid, Colin Shenton

 
SER APHI M

Rowland Barran, Gino Chiappetta, Jean Gomm,  
Elizabeth Jacobs, Tom and Tina Maxwell, Philip Ogden, Imogen Overli,  

Rose Reid, Tricia and Jim Rothman, Jacqueline and Michael Rubens,  
Natalie Shaw, William Stockler, Frances Tait

You
Thank



Odes by John Blow
1 November 2016 Monteverdi: Madrigals of Love and Loss,  

Hyperion Records

Gramophone 
Magazine,  

March 2014
 

“All of Cohen’s singers come from 
the world of opera, and it shows  
in performances that place the 

drama of le parole to the fore […] 
But among so much vocal 

athleticism, it’s still the 
instrumentalists that dominate […] 

Arcangelo’s musicians deploy 
rough-edged expressive risk-taking 

within a framework of complete  
stylistic control”

coming soon

Vilde Frang Mozart, Warner Classics

ECHO 
KLASSIK-PREISTRÄGER 

2015

Concert Recording of the Year  
(Music up to and  

Including 18th Century)

JS Bach alto cantatas 
with Iestyn Davies

1 September 2016 

coming soon  
AWAR DS

CPE Bach concerti Wq 170, 171, 172 
Nicolas Altstaedt

1 April 2016 

coming soon
BBC Music Magazine 

 Concerto choice  
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

 
“Frang has the knack  
of breathing life into  

every note […] compelling  
listening throughout with  

button-bright sound”
2016 

New releases



Arias for Benucci with Matthew Rose,  
Hyperion Records

Amoretti, Arias by Mozart, Gluck and Gretry  
with Christiane Karg, Berlin Classics

“Scene!”, concert arias  
by Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart  

and Mendelssohn with 
Christiane Karg, Berlin Classics

Arias for Benucci — 
Sunday Times Album  

of the Week
 

“…his singing is full of character,  
whilst Cohen’s period band shines  

in the overtures to Paisiello’s  
Il reTeodoro in Venezia and  

Mozart’s Don Giovanni  
and Figaro.”

‘Jonathan Cohen’s crack ensemble Arcangelo 
is making a name for itself…Karg’s sound is 
clear and effortlessly stratospheric, though 

the sound can be hard.’
the observer

GR A MOPHONE MAG A ZINE 
EDITOR’S CHOICE, JULY 2015

CR ITIC’S CHOICE 2015

J.S. Bach, Mass in B Minor, Hyperion Records

Porpora Cantatas  
with Iestyn Davies,  

Hyperion Records

Arias for Guadagni  
with Iestyn Davies,  

Hyperion Records

Gramophone  
Awards 2015  

Finalist

WINNER R ECITAL CATEG ORY 
2012 GR A MOPHONE  

AWAR DS

‘The musicianship is exquisite. Cohen’s cello 
playing is softly lyrical … and Davies’s coloratura 

shines … his embellishments are gorgeous.’
gramophone



Mozart and Haydn Concertos, 
Hyperion Records

Bach violin concerti,  
with Alina Ibragimova,  

Hyperion Records

Handel’s Finest Arias for Base Voice  
with Christopher Purves, Hyperion Records

NOM INATED VO CAL CATEG ORY  
2013 GR A MAPHONE AWAR DS 

‘One to treasure both for the sensitive and  
well-sustained singing of Christopher Purves and  

for the wonderfully wide expressive range of Handel’s  
music … Enjoyment is further enhanced by excellent  
support from the instrumental ensemble Arcangelo  

under Jonathan Cohen’s sympathetic direction’
bbc music magazine

“Cohen’s lively incorporation of authentic  
performance practices hits just the right tone,  
and the soloists throughout are exceptional.” 

classic fm

“Sensitively accompanied  
by Jonathan Cohen’s ensemble  
Arcangelo... Prohaska attacks  

the songs with elegant daring…” 
andy gill, the independent 

PR ESTO CL A SSICAL  
TOP TEN 2015

Enchanted Forest, Arias by Purcell, Handel, 
Vivaldi, Monteverdi and Cavalli  

with Anna Prohaska, Deutsche Grammophon

artistic director 

Jonathan Cohen  

trustees
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Sir Michael Arthur 

Alexandra Buck 

Jonathan Cohen 
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